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Welcome to the OFM Group
For 45 years our company has been a well-established provider of
modern voice and data networks.
As a certified system integrator and partner for renowned producers,
we plan and install extensive and complete IT infrastructures from a
single source.
That means, without exception, we supply solutions that fit perfectly
to your requirements and, at the same time, maintain the balance
between necessity and economic viability.
To satisfy this high standard, we rely on an excellently trained and
experienced team, a carefully selected portfolio of products and a
comprehensive range of services.
Regardless of how extensive the requirements are, we always strive to
achieve the best possible results for you.
We are not satisfied until you are too!

Rudi Friedel

Geschäftsführer
OFM Netzwerk &
Systemtechnik GmbH

Alfred Büdel

Franz Herold

Geschäftsführender
Gesellschafter
OFM-Unternehmensgruppe

Geschäftsführer
OFM Communications
GmbH & Co. KG
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Developing solutions & system integration
Our experience as the foundation for your success
The global networking of IP-based systems is becoming increasingly
varied. Even today, it is the basis of all communication, and almost all
commercial processes in the corporate field as well as at home.
Modern IT structures therefore require a high degree of security, while
at the same time being highly available and easy to operate.
Fulfilling this principle requires the integration of innovative solutions
and sustainable support through an experienced partner at your side.
We provide the highest level
of expertise in the following fields:
● Cabling systems & cable installation
● Routing, switching and Wi-Fi solutions
● VPN Mobility
● IP telephony, IP video, unified communications
● IP based security systems, video monitoring
● City networks, DSLAMs
● Service
From the cable system to the application:
We provide complete networks from a single source!
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Network infrastructure & wiring
Welcome to the data highway!
The technological development and the further increasing importance of the Internet call for high-performance networks that satisfy
the growing demands of voice, data and video applications. We are
successfully standing up to that challenge.
Our service range begins with a status analysis and goes on to
c onsulting, planning, and the implementation of the complete solution
together with the documentation thereof. There it does not matter
whether existing networks are to be extended, state-of-the-art
fibre-optic routes installed or high-performance in-house networks
implemented.
We build multi-media infrastructures:
● Installing all categories of twisted-pair cabling
● Fibre-optics according to international standards OM1-4/OS2
● Fibre-to-the-desk networks
● 10-gigabit readiness assessment
● Documentation
● System guarantee of up to 25 years
Complex network solutions start with the wiring!
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LAN switching & Wi-Fi
We create connections
Almost all commercial processes require access to the corresponding application, regardless of where you are or which device you are
using. This development is reinforced by the new applications that are
constantly being integrated such as Voice over IP or Video over IP. In
line with this trend, further services such as building automation or
security technology are being integrated.
In the course of this development, the greatest possible network
availability is becoming vital. Today, we are already providing solutions
for distributed systems that behave as a single virtual switch. Here it is
irrelevant whether it is a server, core or access system.
Wi-Fi systems are just as important - particularly in production and
logistics areas where failures can result in very high follow-on costs.
We satisfy those demands with high-availability, controller-based
systems.
We implement scalable networks that grow with your demands.
Our qualified staff work out solutions that are perfectly tailored
to your requirements, and only use products solely from leading
manufacturers.
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VPN, mobility & security
Site networking with optimised
protection for your infrastructure
One of our main tasks is to network your sites, while at the same
time ensuring the optimised protection of your IT infrastructure.
The demands have grown rapidly in this field in recent years: cloud
c omputing, virtual networks, mobile terminal devices, home office ...
All authorised users have to have reliable and secure access to all
shared applications at all times and from every location. A holistic
security concept that is specifically tailored to your demands is the
only way to protect you from cyber attacks and thus from damage and
data loss.
Our services:
● Location-independent virtual private networks (VPNs) on an
IP basis for highly secure, future-oriented, flexible and
cost-effective network infrastructures
● Next generation firewalls, including real-time protection against
known and unknown malware directly in the user traffic, as well
as high-performance contemporary anti-malware and anti spam
solutions and unified threat management
● Mobile device management solutions for maximum security,
transparency and control when smart phones and tablets are
used (BYOD/Bring Your Own Device) in companies and to prevent
competitive disadvantages
● Central identity and policy management with access control at the
network entry point according to current standards such as 802,
1X/EAP, IKEv2/Ipsec etc.
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Unified communications
Communicating more efficiently
With innovative multimedia services such as Voice over IP or Video
over IP, you considerably enhance the economic viability of your
c ompany by making more effective use of your existing network and
integrating new applications.
In this way, completely new opportunities arise for your company to
optimise the dialogue with existing and future requirements.
The traditional phone and fax devices are increasingly being replaced
by modern integrated communications and information systems. A
uniform infrastructure makes it possible to efficiently introduce new
media, to extend the portfolio in the service area and to develop
c ustomer loyalty. Of course, we also integrate TC systems or video
systems which function on the basis of conventional technologies, and
thus secure investments that have already been made.
Your advantages
● Utilisation of existing resources
● A single uniform infrastructure for voice, image and data transfer
● Integration in office systems
● Integration in conventional TC and video systems
● Reduction of the operating costs
● Highly-available and future-proof
● Independent of the manufacturer
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IP security systems & video monitoring
No unauthorised access!
In Germany, there is a break in every two minutes. That means
that there are shockingly high levels of burglary and theft. Whether
at home or in industry: everyone is effected. As a BHE certified
installation c ontractor, the OFM group of companies is specialised in
IP-based monitoring technology for the protection of sensitive areas
and industrial plants.
Fast-responding systems that work together flexibly also secure your
location against unauthorised access and thus protect both your
material and intellectual property. We are happy to advise you on the
planning and installation of your individual security system.

Building and outdoor monitoring by day and night
● Perimeter intrusion detection
● Motion detectors
● Infra-red photoelectric barriers
● Thermographic imaging cameras
● Video monitoring
(eg process control, indoor and sales room monitoring,
recognition of movement patterns, numberplate recognition)
Access control
● Contact-free arming/disarming
● Personalised
● Multiple locations
Alarm signalling
● Through the Internet, mobile phone and landline networks
● Alarm centres can be individually integrated
● Smart phone integrated
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Broadband networks
Solutions for tomorrow‘s access networks
In order to keep up with the growing bandwidths and to enable the
utilisation of all voice data and image/TV applications, a c oncentrated
selection of products, as well as very high quality fabrication
are necessary. For companies, high-performance and flexible
c ommunications networks are decisive factors for c ost-effectiveness
and success. As a general contractor, we also take on and carry out
all work, from engineering to turnkey assembly - whether c opper or
fibre optic technology, on behalf of network operators. The installation
of these networks is exclusively carried out by qualified and trained
specialist personnel who is familiar with all connection techniques.
E xperience gained in the course of many years enables us to

implement all conventional FTTx fibre optic technologies.
Our services
● Maintenance and service
● Error localisation and cable assembly work
on Cu and BK networks (main and branched cables)
● Fitting, drawing in and blowing in cables
● Calibration and compressed air testing of piping systems
● FTTx fibre optic networks
● Micro-tube and micro-cable systems
● Inspection measurements (PMD, CD, OTDR, attenuation)
● Above-ground cable networks
Engineering services
● Construction management, quality control
● Inspection of cable shaft constructions
(securing, repairing, connecting, reinforcing)
● Turnkey projects
● Authorisation processes
● Site and access security
● Documentation services
● GPS Calibration
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Network services
Nowadays, having access to all information, everywhere in the world
and at all times, is a decisive competitive advantage for a company.
Even the shortest disruptions can have far-reaching consequences.
That is why you should secure the reliable functionality of your networks and thus protect your investments with our individual service
concepts.
● Servicedesk: Ticket-based problem resolution according to
ITIL and qualifying with call tracking and individual service-level
agreements.
● Support services: Services designed to maintain the o
 perating
characteristics of your systems, remotely or on-site. Reactive
service on demand.
● Hardware replacement: Delivery of replacement devices or
components, our own replacement in advance and repair service
or the manufacturers‘ service packages. As a delivery or on-site
exchange service. Reactive service on demand.
● Professional services: IT service management with high-
quality services according to plan, such as eg consulting, network
health check, proof of concept reporting or VoIP readiness
assessment. Planned, precautionary and proactive services.
● Managed solutions: Tailor-made concepts for lasting,
problem-free network operation - from the procurement, to setting
up and ongoing servicing. Managed, precautionary and proactive
services.
● OFM full service: The all-round carefree package covers all
services that are necessary to maintain operation. Including

remote and on-site service as well as replacement components
(hardware). It is possible to book all further modules flexibly.
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Our locations
● Location

Headquarter Burgkunstadt
Kulmbacher Straße 72
D-96224 Burgkunstadt
Tel.: +49 (0) 95 72 / 75 66-0
Fax: +49 (0) 95 72 / 75 66-66
www.OFM.de info@ofm.de
Hamburg

Location Rhein/Main
Industriegebiet Süd E4
D-63755 Alzenau
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 88 / 44 64-0
Fax: +49 (0) 61 88 / 44 64-24
Location Deggendorf
Kreuzäcker 2a
D-94469 Deggendorf
Tel.: +49 (0) 9 91 / 99 13 59-0
Fax: +49 (0) 9 91 / 99 13 59-13
Location München
Lindberghstraße 21
D-80939 München
Tel.: +49 (0) 89 / 3 06 66 46-0
Fax: +49 (0) 89 / 3 06 66 46-29

Berlin
Hannover

Köln
Neustadt/Orla
Frankfurt
Alzenau
Burgkunstadt

Stuttgart

Ingolstadt
Deggendorf

Ulm

Location Thüringen
Rodaer Straße 36
D-07806 Neustadt/Orla
Tel.: +49 (0) 3 64 81 / 2 90-0
Fax: +49 (0) 3 64 81 / 2 90-13

● Project office

München

